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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report critically evaluates the EcoAbertay Project, a project funded by the Climate 
Challenge Fund (CCF) and run by Abertay Students Association. A detailed analysis of 
its social, economic and environmental impact has been undertaken by a social 
accounting team that is made up of current Abertay students. Within the Abertay 
community EcoAbertay promotes sustainable behaviours primarily by encouraging 
students and staff to adopt more active forms of travel and reduce the wasting of 
resources such as energy, fuel and materials. Most of the staff involved in the project are 
current students and the two full time posts were taken up by Abertay graduates. 
A strength of the project is that every event and campaign run encourages sustainable 
behaviours, with most initiatives focussing on social impact aiming at improving 
students’ living standards.

The main findings of the report indicate that EcoAbertay is viewed by its stakeholders as 
doing a commendable job of reducing waste and encouraging recycling on campus, and 
this is reflected in the substantial carbon savings attributed to EcoAbertay’s interventions. 
Although efforts to save students money and their involvement in EcoAbertay 
initiatives are rated positively, there is still much room for improvement in the eyes of 
the student body. Comments from the consultation data call for more communication 
from EcoAbertay in terms of events and initiatives being held, as well as finding new 
methods of saving students money. It is noted that due to the short time frame the 
project has been running, these issues were not unlikely and that through a commitment 
to reflection and enhancement EcoAbertay will soon improve. 
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INTRODUCTION
PROJECT BACKGROUND

EcoAbertay is a Climate Challenge Fund (CCF) funded project run by Abertay Students Association. 
Within the Abertay University community we promote sustainable behaviour primarily by 
encouraging students and staff to adopt more active forms of travel and reduce the wasting of resources 
such as energy, fuel and materials. We work with students for students and every event and campaign 
we run fosters behavioural change and improves our students’ living standards. The funding period 
started on the 1st of April 2016, but the first staff member Conor Judge has only been in post from June. 
The first event was a cycle hack on the 24-26 June and can be considered as the unofficial starting of 
the project. Carina Gaertner, the project coordinator has been in post from July and the project activities 
picked up quickly from then.

The financial year runs from April to April. Stakeholder consultation was undertaken in September 
2016 at the beginning of the academic year. 106 Abertay students were consulted. Our second round 
of stakeholder consultation was undertaken in March and April 2017 to assess the impact of the project 
with regards to our Mission, Vision, Objectives and Values.  The social accounting period therefore spans 
the time between September 2016 and April 2017.

ABERTAY STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

All EcoAbertay activities are run within and are supported by Abertay Student Association (SA) 
which represents around 4000 students currently studying at Abertay University. We have historical 
records dating back to the early 1960’s when we were once responsible for the commercial side of an old 
style traditional union.

In 2005 we came away from all commercial trading and focussed on representation only and all 
current Abertay University students are members (with the ability to opt out if they wish). We are 
an unincorporated association. Our trustee board is made up of two elected students (Student President 
and Vice President), four student trustees and two external trustees. Our six elected officers, the Student 
Representative Council (made up of 140 Class Reps) and our 30+ societies are our core student group 
involved in the SA and are crucial in facilitating communication with the whole student body.

We as Abertay SA are a catalyst for social action; an incubator for good ideas and a place for people 
who want to make the most of their time at Abertay. In total eight non-student members of staff are 
employed to ensure our five key priorities are fulfilled:
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Abertay SA have been a registered charity for more than ten years. Each year we receive a block 
grant from Abertay University to deliver our services around advice, welfare, student support and the 
enhancement of teaching and learning. We have successfully negotiated an increase in the amount 
of our block grant over the last three years despite funding cuts being faced by the University.

The EcoAbertay Team works very closely with Abertay University staff and it proved essential to our 
waste reduction targets to strengthen our relationship with Estates and the cleaning and waste disposal 
team. We will continue to use our talented and committed students as employees and volunteers 
to deliver all elements of the project. We have and will continue to use service design techniques to gain 
insights from students to inform the development of the operational aspects and curate a steering group 
for the project made up of students, elected officers, SA staff and representatives from the University, 
together with local environmental and community organisations. 6



THE ABERTAY STUDENT COMMUNITY

Our students work hard and they manage this with increasingly complex lives and with less funding 
or support than has been available in previous years. Many students live at home, a high proportion 
articulate from college, a lot will have part time jobs, many have parenting or caring responsibilities 
and a high number are mature students. Abertay University is proud of its diverse and inclusive 
approach to higher education in the local, national and global context – openness and accessibility are 
key drivers for the institution. Most of our students come from the local ‘travel to work’ area and stay 
in the area after they graduate. 

IMPACT OF THE ECOABERTAY PROJECT ON THE STUDENT ASSOCIATION (SA)

With the start of the CCF funded EcoAbertay project, Abertay SA has made significant changes in its 
practices. Sustainability has become a core consideration of all our events and initiatives; impacting 
students and staff while they are at Abertay and beyond. We now consider the socio-ecological impact 
of all projects we run. Small changes such as buying compostable coffee cups for our events and reducing 
food orders to more realistic numbers had a positive impact on our carbon footprint as an organisation 
without increasing the running costs of our activities as a whole.
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THE START OF THE ECOABERTAY PROJECT
We surveyed 106 Abertay students in September 2016 at the beginning of the academic year. This 
showed that many of our students have a very limited understanding of carbon emissions and the 
impact of their behaviour on our planet. They lacked basic knowledge about recycling, sustainable 
modes of transport and energy usage. Consequently, improving students’ knowledge and carbon 
literacy became one of our priorities at the beginning of term 1. We interacted with 782 students during 
different events, workshops and swap shops.  Including our Juice Bar customers, graduation ball reuse 
raffle and our regular pop up stall where we handed out water bottles and educate Abertay students 
and staff about carbon emissions, ranging from transport, energy and recycling the number rises 
to 1952 students and staff members. Every participant of our short interactive quizzes received a freebie 
such as light bulbs, room thermometers or water bottles depending on the theme of the quiz. So far over 
100 students have engaged in our quizzes and 69 have signed a plastic pledge with a direct impact 
on behaviour.

COLLABORATIVE APPROACH

Collaborating, sharing experience and knowledge with community groups and the private sector were 
crucial in getting our project started. We are also constantly working on improving our relationships 
with different departments of the university. EcoAbertay was involved in the submission of the 
University’s application for a Green Gown award and delivered a workshop at the annual 
Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges (EAUC) conference. We try to work with 
as many students as possible and since November we started working closer with our student societies 
to reach out to more students.

STUDENT SOCIETIES

Our societies are very active and involved into the EcoAbertay project. During fortnightly movie nights 
organised by EcoAbertay and run by our Vegetarian and vegan society, we screen a variety of 
documentaries to spark interest in sustainability and food. We also worked with our Save the children 
society to reduce clothing and textiles going to landfill by running a Halloween costume swap and 
promoting their fundraising activity. This collaboration helped the society to raise more funds. Future 
swapping events including Christmas jumper and Christmas present swaps will run with the same aim.
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THIRD SECTOR

We run events with other third sector organisations making use of local expertise. Our most successful 
event was an energy saving supported by ‘Home Energy Scotland’ (HES), 22 students took part in this 
“keep cosy, save money” workshop. We now actively seek to contact students that can benefit from the 
support HES offers.

When we set up our starter packs for students, we collected materials from one of Abertay University’s 
halls of residence, but lacked specific items to complete the packs. We received free excess materials from 
the Dundee Starter Packs charity. They help resettling homeless with free starter packs and are often 
overwhelmed by donations and were happy to donate some of their materials to us, preventing 
landfill. To promote a collaborative and sharing economy, in return we advertised a student 
volunteer role for the redesign of their website. Similarly, when setting up the Interview Clothes Library 
we worked with local Charity shops and pre-ordered smart clothing in addition to clothes that have 
been donated by staff.

Thanks to Angus Cycle Hub, we set up our fortnightly bike stop that now runs with our two VeloTech 
trained student staff. Angus Cycle Hub as well as Perth Bike Station were crucial in providing the 
coordinator and the two student mechanics with training in bike maintenance. An additional cycle 
leadership training that was absolved by the project coordinator will allow us to go on bike rides with 
students at the beginning of the new academic year.

UNIVERSITY

EcoAbertay features regularly in the universities ‘Money Matters’ newsletter, informing students of our 
activities that will save them money as well as provide them with tips and tricks on saving energy and 
reducing food waste. 

The collection of materials for our starter packs was done by SA staff, but the University’s Estates 
department ensured that all students were informed that they should not throw away kitchenware but 
could instead donate them to new students. Since no EcoAbertay staff was in post at the time of student 
moving out, this help was crucial. We often meet with Estates discussing new initiatives and we have 
negotiated a range of improvements such as new, more informative and aesthetic pleasing bin signs, 
a redistribution of bins and recycling points and the installation of plumbed water coolers.

STUDENT HALLS AND PRIVATE SECTOR

We have written confirmation from all but one student hall that are residence to Abertay students are 
keen to collaborate with the EcoAbertay project to prevent kitchen and homeware going to landfill. 
The collection of materials in December 2016 includes our first trial to include a food collection option 
(unopened and non-refrigerated) in one of the halls.

We ran a cycle safety training with Electric Bikes Scotland Dundee, a collaboration we value for future 
opportunities of training and electric bike tours. The energy company Eon has supplied the project with 
free energy saving lamps and light bulbs, which we handed out to students and used as prizes for our 
quizzes and surveys. 
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STUDENT ENGAGEMENT

We have been in contact with 1277 students to date, running campaigns and events seeking dialog to 
improve knowledge and awareness of their behaviours. With 218 of the students we got in contact with, 
we were in closer interaction during events and workshops. Our campaign for a bottle free campus 
enabled us to speak to students about their ideas and impressions of sustainability at Abertay. 
While we promoted the use of the plumbed water dispensers and the EcoAbertay Juice Bar we provided 
free reusable water bottles to many students who are now raising awareness of the project on campus.

FACILITIES

During the period of this funding bid (2017-18) Abertay University will start an extensive 
re-development of the library, starting in summer 2017. Energy efficiency is improved through different 
measures including renewed heating, window insulation and LED lighting, we have raised the idea of 
a digital energy saving board visualising the effect of energy saving initiatives. The SA will move into 
the library and into a custom made space with the possibility of a separate room for the 
EcoAbertay project. The organisation will be collocated in the area where the majority of our students 
spend most of their time – a flexible social study space with options for individual and group learning.  
This is expected to be the busiest location on campus, and the next iteration of the EcoAbertay project 
will benefit from this high profile and increased visibility. Our interview clothes library will also move 
and be much more visible to students.

With EcoAbertay being our first carbon reduction project at Abertay we have saved 8.3 t CO2e to date 
and all our campaigns raise environmental awareness. With many of our students coming from the 
local area, any impact we have, no matter how small, will carry further to their family and friends.

Some of our larger changes include switching to more local suppliers and caterers, using electric cars 
and vans for transport for short distance travel and abstaining from plane travel. With regards to our 
events, we switched from polystyrene cups to compostable cups, started recycling in the office, reduced 
food waste by redistributing excess food to students and reduced orders to more realistic numbers.
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MISSION, VISION, VALUES AND OBJECTIVES
VISION 

EcoAbertay’s vision is of an environmentally aware and pro-active campus, with a community that 
takes responsibility for its effect on the planet.

MISSION 

EcoAbertay’s mission is to champion the economic and social benefits of environmentalism to inspire 
long lasting greener behaviour through a variety of educational and money-saving initiatives. 

VALUES

ORGANISATIONAL OBJECTIVES
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STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

During the Funding period of the EcoAbertay project we worked with stakeholders from the private 
and third sector. However, we also worked very closely with University staff to tackle issues within the 
university. The graphic below details our stakeholders reflecting how close they are to the core aspects of 
the EcoAbertay project. Our key stakeholders are those identified in the centre orange and green circles, 
with other related university departments seen in the outer circle and a selection of external partners 
are identified in the space outside the circles. 
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Stakeholder  Group methods  Used Consulted  On Numbers
Responding

Students Online Survey Mission, values and objectives 91

Student Society
Leaders

Online Survey Interest in future collaboration 11

Student 
Association Staff

Online Survey Mission, values and objectives 6

EcoAbertay Staff Online Survey
Paper Survey

Mission, values and objectives
Working for EcoAbertay 

8
8

External Partners Online Survey Working with EcoAbertay 9

University Staff Focus Group Social, environmental and 
economic impacts

6

Several methods of obtaining information and feedback have been used. Our methodology centred 
around the provision of surveys and questionnaires we made for each event and workshop to gauge 
student reactions, such as after talks from Home Energy Scotland, and at the end of film screenings. 
These questionnaires were designed to understand the impact of our events, workshops and actions on 
students and staff in regards to their daily behaviours as well as their level of environmental awareness. 
In addition to the surveys we also conducted one to one interviews with four stakeholders affected by 
the project, as well as a focus group held with interested parties connected to EcoAbertay.

Almost all questionnaire ratings for the stakeholder consultations used a scale of 1-5 (strongly disagree, 
disagree, neutral, agree, completely agree). Throughout the following analysis average scores reported 
across statements and stakeholder groups are therefore always presented on this scale.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY

Our general methods for collecting different types of data are given below. For each organisational 
objective, additional information has been provided about the specific sources used for that objective 
and some samples of these have been included in the appendices. The data relates to the period 1st June 
2016 - 1st April 2017. 

This report focuses on all three of our objectives which we investigated through the consultation of a 
subset of our most key stakeholders. These are the students whom this project is aimed at helping, and 
the student association staff providing the project with organisational and administrative support. Other 
stakeholders have been consulted on those other parts of EcoAbertay’s operation deemed most 
appropriate based on their relationship to the project. Specific stakeholders and the matters they were 
consulted on can be seen below: 
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

MISSION

“EcoAbertay’s mission is to champion the economic and social benefits of environmentalism to inspire 
long lasting greener behaviour through a variety of educational and money-saving initiatives. In the 
broadest sense, how well do you think EcoAbertay is living up to its mission?”

Stakeholder groups asked this question responded in the following way (from 1 to 5 stars):

Students 91 3.69

Students’  Association Staff 6 4.0

EcoAbertay  Staff 8 4.38

Overall 105 3.76

No.  of  responses Average  rating
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Positive Comments Constructive Criticism
Overall it’s awesome what the team does. The 
bike stop is great for cyclists and the areas that 
you have targeted have done well (Student)

I hope EcoAbertay continues its work as it’s 
really important! All the different events and 
things are fun as well :) (Student)

I think it has been a great idea and it should 
continue as it also helps the less privileged. It 
should continue to be highlighted with the 
benefit to others. (Student)

A great addition to our University to share 
awareness of the little things we can do to reduce 
our waste and care more about environment 
(Student)

I think this is an excellent initiative and I am 
proud to work for an organisation that both 
promotes this cause and has such a benefit to 
students that embrace it. Carina and the Eco-
Abertay team are a credit to our organisation 
and if everyone in our team was as creative in 
ways of engaging with students we would see 
more people getting involved with the Students 
Association as a whole (Staff)

In my opinion, the main achievements of 
EcoAbertay are waste campaigns and bringing 
students on their bikes. Also, students use Eco-
Abertay as a first contact for any sustainability 
issues and ideas, which is great. Societies also feel 
supported in events etc. (Staff)

Expand the horizon to include more 
demographics (of people) (Student)

Maybe more presence in the main building, 
make more noise!!! (Student)

I think there are things that have been noticed 
by students (such as bins, as you can’t miss 
them), but in general a lot of students don’t 
know what EcoAbertay is all about, but it’s 
certainly a great initiative that is so important 
to develop for our future and our planet’s. Good 
luck! Really hope you can become better every 
year! (Student)

It is an admirable campaign and it appears to 
be gathering a momentum. However, in my 
humble opinion it will take a few more years to 
change the behaviour, customs and practices of 
the staff and students. I regularly witness people 
failing to use the recycling bins for paper, 
plastics, etc. Would it be possible to quantify in 
terms of money saved and amount saved from 
sending to landfill? Informing staff/students 
of this at regular intervals may help motivate 
change. (Student)

If continuing the project, it would be good to see 
more behaviour change learning and 
engagement and not just events for fun (Staff)

VALUES

EcoAbertay strives to operate to certain values which we try and encourage in our community. They 
are: sustainability, inclusiveness, responsibility and creativity. Here are how different stakeholder groups 
believe we represent these values. The 105 respondents were asked to rate our organisation on each of 
our values using a scale of 1 (not at all representative) to 5 (very representative):
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Students SA Staff EcoAbertay Average

Sustainability 4.08 4.67 4.63 4.16

Inclusiveness 3.76 4.50 4.50 3.86

Responsibility 4.07 4.33 4.75 4.14

Creativity 3.96 4.83 4.50 4.05

EcoAbertay is pleased to note that students and SA staff are pleased overall with how we are living up 
to our mission and values. However, there is still room for improvement. Considering the small amount 
of time EcoAbertay has been active we do not expect to be operating perfectly, but we are glad to see 
that we have had some impact on the students and staff already. Notable comments are those calling 
on more visibility and regular communication with stakeholders and we hope that by working on this 
we can further live up to our mission and improve our inclusiveness.

OBJECTIVES

OBJECTIVE 1

To encourage the principles of reduce, reuse, recycle.

Data Collection: Questions specific to this objective were included in our online stakeholder consultation 
where respondents were asked how much they agree with the following statements:

• EcoAbertay has reduced the amount of waste produced on campus.
• EcoAbertay has encouraged the reuse or exchanging of goods which would otherwise be sent to 

landfill.
• EcoAbertay has improved recycling practices on campus.
• EcoAbertay has influenced my reducing, reusing and/or recycling practices.
• Overall, EcoAbertay is achieving this goal.

Responses were given on a scale of 1-5 (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, completely agree).
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Statement Students (84) Staff (6) EcoAbertay (8)

EcoAbertay has reduced the amount of waste 
produced on campus

4.16 4.67 4.71

EcoAbertay has encouraged the reuse or 
exchanging of goods which would otherwise be 
sent to landfill

4.47 4.5 4.57

EcoAbertay has improved recycling practices on 
campus

4.43 5 4.57

EcoAbertay has influenced my reducing, 
reusing and/or recycling practices

4.02 4.67 4.57

Overall, EcoAbertay is achieving this goal. 4.25 4.67 4.71

Positive Comments Constructive Criticism
Love the swap and reuse opportunities. I’d like 
to donate lots but struggle to get it dropped off 
without a parking ticket! (Student)

The EcoAbertay bottles are probably the best 
example of a day-to-day reduction of reducing 
waste/reusing items, and it’s very well spread 
(you see the bottles everywhere!) :) (Student)

Loved the clothes swap shop and the home goods 
swap shop. Great ideas (Student)

I really liked how Eco Abertay was giving 
away reusable water bottles in order to see less 
plastic ones on campus! Just a great movement! 
(Student)

I already practice a green/frugal lifestyle, 
EcoAbertay has made this a lot easier to follow 
on campus (Student)

Most people who recycle do so because they are 
already environmentally aware, simply sticking 
bins around with posters is not enough especially 
when you don’t have enough recycling bins in 
key areas for example front of library. 
Secondly simply having events is not fully 
engaging students why not have open meetings 
asking students what Eco things they would like 
to see and be involved in. (Student)

The signage is much improved yet I still see 
people putting recyclables straight into the 
general waste bins, even if it’s right next to a 
recycling bin. I don’t know how to change this 
behaviour, maybe an audit of general waste 
with a picture of the mountain of recyclables 
that people are still putting in general bins? 
(Student)

EcoAbertay has made excellent improvements 
to the University’s recycling provisions but I am 
unsure whether knowledge of the impact of this 
is known to those in the Abertay community 
(Staff)

More could be done about global warming and 
recycling (Student)

Result from consultation:
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EcoAbertay has organised different activities to encourage the principle of reduce, reuse and recycle 
amongst the students, such as: 

STARTER PACKS

EcoAbertay took 726 kg of disused kitchenware and machines left behind in student halls and found 
them loving new homes through the kitchen Starter packs offered to incoming students. 

• This prevented the kitchenware being sent to landfill, in turn saving 3450kg of CO2 being released 
into the atmosphere. 

• It saved these students money and taught them the value of reusing perfectly serviceable used goods. 
• The starter packs provided much-needed kitchen equipment to students who needed it; particularly 

international students who wouldn’t be able to carry this equipment with them in bulk, and stu-
dents who were expecting to be provided with this equipment in their halls of residence.

• It helped to make connections between new students who met while collecting their starter packs 
and helped to build relations between these students and the Student Association.

• Compared to an equivalent shop at Ikea, our packs were valued at £14.60 for the individual pack, 
£20.95 for the two-person pack, and £33.05 for the four-person pack1. With 23 small, 54 medium 
and 5 large packs we gave out, that is £1632.35 saved in the initial run of the starter pack initiative. 
A total of 82 packs have been issued.

1Prices on the Ikea online store on 31.10.2016
2Price of a bottle of Evian water (500ml) according to mysupermarket.com, price comparison site. 
Accessed 31.10.2016.

WATER BOTTLES

During the Abertay Fresher’s Fayre 2016 EcoAbertay gave out over 700 reusable plastic bottles to 
students for free as part of our campaign to reduce the buying and selling of plastic bottled water on 
campus. 

By measuring the number of refills at our high use water fountain (50 refills in a day) and our low use 
fountain (21 refills in one day) and taking the average of this multiplied by the 6 available fountains 
on campus we calculate that students refill their bottles 213 times a day. 

• Going by an averaged sized bottle being 500ml, that is 106.5L of water! Enough to meet the NHS 
recommended daily amount of water (1.2L) for 88 people. 

• With a similar sized bottle of Evian water costing 55p in Tesco2, that is £117.15 in savings to students 
every day.

• That is also 213 plastic bottles not being sent to landfill each day.
• 187 students also signed a plastic pledge, promising to reduce their use of single use plastic bottles and 

to alter their behaviour in regards to recyclable plastic.

We handed out another 300 bottles throughout the academic year saving our students even more 
money.
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CHANGE/IMPROVE THE SIGNS ON THE BINS 

Signs at bins were changed to better inform students and staff of what types of waste are recyclable for 
each type of bin and what types of items should not be put in that type of bin. In particular food waste 
bins were made more available and visible, and the signs were improved to reduce the amount of food 
waste going into general waste bins. 

Examples of the old signs before EcoAbertay’s intervention:

Examples of the new signs after EcoAbertay’s intervention:

As it is shown on the above examples, there are now more details about what kind of waste students 
can or cannot throw in the bins at Abertay University. The change of the signs resulted as a significant 
impact in emission savings, particularly for the food waste bins. Indeed, our food waste container used 
to be half (0.5) emptied per week before the new bin signs, which means that students and staff used 
to throw away the food in any bins. Then, the food waste container was emptied twice per week after 
the change of the bin signs. It resulted as total savings of £44 per tonne of food waste according to Food 
Waste Network in 20123.
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3http://www.foodwastenetwork.org.uk/content.html?contentid=11

SWAP SHOPS

We ran four separate swap shop events that all ran for 5 days, and a 1-day Stationery Fayre. Two 
swap shops were general exchange events and various items of no particular type or theme were 
exchanged.  The Halloween costume and a Christmas Jumper swap events were less busy, but were still 
entertaining, allowed a collaboration with a fundraising event of our Save the Children Society and 
raised awareness in general.

These events were held to encourage the reuse of these items.

• Total of 62.5kg of materials saved across all general swap shops to charity
• 53.5kg of textiles have been collected, swapped and donate
• 793 kg CO2e saved from being released
• Students have new belongings and get rid of old ones; students learn the value of reusing items 

instead of throwing them out

TEXTILE SWAP SHOPS

We organised two swap shop events that were specifically aimed at textile swapping, the Halloween 
costume shop saved disused costumes, and the Christmas jumper shop saved disused jumpers. In addition, 
the graduation ball event saved formal wear materials and the interview clothes library saved clothing 
for interviews. Textiles were also swapped during our large-scale swap shop events.

A total of 50.5kg of textile materials have been saved from all textile swap shop events, if we include 
our charity collections the number even rises to 67.5kg:

• Including all textile related savings, we reach savings of 1462.9kg CO2e from being released into the 
atmosphere

• The interview clothes library allowed students to borrow nice clothes for an interview, promoting 
student jobs opportunities and employability

• Students got to have new clothes without the need to spend money.
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free STATIONARY FAYRE

Our free fayre event was held on the 31st January and provided students with the opportunity to collect 
stationery that was donated to the project. Disused stationary from university staff and students was 
collected and handed out with the intent of saving study materials from being thrown away needlessly 
and help students that can’t afford to buy good stationery.

• 49kg of materials were saved from landfill.
• 146.5 kg CO2e saved from being released into the atmosphere.
• Students received much needed study materials without spending money.

RENEWABLES 101

Home Energy Scotland returned to Abertay to give a talk on renewable energy in the home. 
A questionnaire was prepared to evaluate how useful and relevant the talk was and to see how well 
the project has reached students. The total number of participants for this questionnaire was 13, with the 
mean age being 30. From our analysis, we found that this talk was more relevant to older participants 
as they were more likely to be homeowners whereas students were more likely not to have control over 
implementing the renewable methods. We found that 8 out of 13 participants listed one of their reasons 
for being interested in setting up renewable energy in the home was ‘to help protect the environment’. 
We also found that at this later stage in the project’s history, a much greater proportion of students were 
informed about EcoAbertay.

Overall from these surveys we see that EcoAbertay is well known amongst staff of the university and 
has increased its presence amongst students. The talks and events held by EcoAbertay are effective at 
changing student attitudes towards the environment. These initiatives have been successful in 
encouraging students to adopt greener behaviours in everyday life, while saving money and energy.
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CASE STUDIES

We conducted interviews with students that took part in EcoAbertay activities or are involved through 
volunteering or casual working to provide a more detailed insight of how the project impacted students.

CARI WATTERTON

Cari is a Computer Art’s student at Abertay who 
is employed part-time by the Student’s Association 
as a Student Designer. The EcoAbertay project has 
not only cultivated her existing knowledge of 
environmental issues but has allowed her to 
develop professionally as well.

“I’m the student designer at the Student’s 
Association so I’ve worked quite a lot on the 
EcoAbertay project and the branding for it - loads 
of promotional assets and things like that. I’ve also 
gone along to a couple of their talks.

It’s been giving me a lot of work - which I am paid 
for - and if I didn’t have that then I’d definitely be 
struggling. The work is very diverse. It’s good to 
have all of these things to work on and to be able 
to experiment with them. From a design point of 
view I’ve gone from knowing very little to 
knowing quite a lot so it’s been really good for me.

One of the things that I was asked to do as part of the EcoAbertay project was the bin signs around the 
university (labelling what waste goes in what bin) and that really helped me to know what I can and 
can’t recycle, so now I’m a lot more aware. I’m absolutely going to take that awareness forward, and 
the talk ‘Keep Cosy, Save Money’ was really useful for me to know what I can do to reduce my gas and 
electric, apart from just putting on several jumpers!

I have the plastic bottles which I use quite a lot, and I also have the bike repair kit because I sometimes 
cycle so that’s good. I’m very happy that there is the bike stop available to me. I think it’s a fantastic 
project, I think it’s really helping to make the campus a more eco-friendly place. It’s helping students and 
staff be more aware and it’s presenting more opportunities for students to develop sustainable 
behaviours which is really great, I think that’s awesome.”

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The above-mentioned events have great environmental and economic impacts which accomplish our 
objective. Indeed, the stationary shop was very successful and the starter packs were very well received 
and effective. Moreover, it also had a strong social impact; therefore, this initiative should be expanded 
and encouraged, and student awareness of the initiative should be improved next year. Though, this 
year has been very successful, a good target would be to take on what has been done and improve on 
it to increase the amount of waste saved from landfill, to save more carbon emissions and money for 
students. Methods of data capture can be improved upon as can the awareness of these events. 
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OBJECTIVE 2

To save students money while showing them how to be greener

Data Collection: Questions specific to this objective were included in our online stakeholder consultation 
where respondents were asked how much they agree with the following statements:

• EcoAbertay has saved students money.
• I have personally saved money due to EcoAbertay.
• EcoAbertay has taught me more about sustainable behaviours.
• Overall, EcoAbertay is achieving this goal.

Data was collected from attendees of our energy saving talks to assess how useful they found them. 
Additional data was collected from a small number of individuals making use of our bike stops during 
its early introduction.

Responses were given on a scale of 1-5 (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, completely agree).

Result from consultation:

Statement Student (84) SA Staff (6) EcoAbertay (8)

EcoAbertay has saved students money. 3.66 4.17 4.63

I have personally saved money due to EcoAber-
tay.

3.16 4 3.57

EcoAbertay has taught me more about sustaina-
ble behaviours.

3.59 4.33 4.43

Overall, EcoAbertay is achieving this goal. 3.84 4.33 4.43

Positive Comments Constructive Criticism
The Bike Stop is helping students save money on 
probably otherwise expensive repairs and 
maintenance (Student)

I really enjoyed the free water bottle :) (Student)

Have used my EcoAbertay water bottle a lot. 
And got it replaced after dropping it as its base 
cracked. Also managed to get a new Christmas 
jumper through the events (Student)

I see no money saving for Dundee residents who 
are not in halls or using clothes library. It caters 
to a very select few. (Student)

In the “how to save money by saving energy 
event” it was mostly saving around 20 pounds 
a year while having to spend around 1000 for 
something like a new boiler, so the tips weren’t 
really useful (Student)
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ECOABERTAY EVENT: KEEP COSY, SAVE MONEY! IN PARTNERSHIP WITH HOME ENERGY SCOTLAND

EcoAbertay hosted a talk by Home Energy Scotland which took place at Abertay university. It took 
place on 08/11/2016 This was the first talk the organisation held in partnership with the project and 
the talk was about saving money from energy bills by reducing your energy consumption. The talk 
also taught attendees how different uses of electricity contribute to the final bill. 22 people attended 
the talk which discussed multiple methods of reducing energy use and had a focus on keeping warm 
while doing so. Finally, after the talk several different items were handed out to assist energy saving in 
residences, including: water-saving shower heads, reflective radiator sheeting and room thermometers.

• Thus, attendees now have knowledge of energy-saving methods for use in the home.
• Attendees can use this information to save money while reducing their environmental impact.
• They can also share this information with their friends, flatmates and family which can help them 

to save money while reducing their environmental impact as well.
• Attendees now know how to better keep warm which can also benefit their health.

HOME ENERGY SCOTLAND - THE 2 MINUTE ENERGY QUESTIONNAIRE

The aim of the 2-minute questionnaire was to present the current trends and daily behaviour amongst 
students in terms of energy reduction at home before and after the free event session organized by the 
EcoAbertay Project. In total 16 students and staff at Abertay University in Dundee, participated in the 
2-minute Energy Questionnaire, aged between 18 and 30 years. From our analysis, it appeared that the 
youngest group of students, aged between 18 and 21, were not very aware of even simple possibilities 
to reduce energy at home. 

The 2-minute Energy Questionnaire gave an insight into energy saving knowledge and behaviour 
of the participants. The session was very helpful for young students to understand how they can save 
money and energy at the same time. Moreover, this session was also beneficial for older students to 
realize that they maybe had a lack of knowledge and they could improve their daily behaviour in 
applying new tips learned during the session. 

The questionnaire also showed us that the talk was effective in inspiring a change in behaviour towards 
the environment as 7 of the 13 participants (3 missing data) listed the environment as one of their major 
motivations for reducing their energy consumption.
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BIKE REPAIRS

To encourage more staff and students to cycle into Abertay we have started hosting monthly bike stops. 
The drop-in workshop provides repairs and is designed to teach cyclists how to maintain their bikes and 
gives them some confidence should their bike break down in the future.

• During our 15 bike stops we ran between September 2016 and March 2017, we repaired and checked 
63 bikes, 17 of those would have ended up in landfill.

• 10 out of the first 19 bikes were in a bad condition with defective brakes. We are glad to know these 
cyclists will now be safe.

• Considering an equivalent bike servicing would cost a student at least £304, this is already a saving 
of £510 for students.

• Students are more likely to use their bikes now they know they are safe to use. Daily cycling has 
proven health benefits5, saves money on fuel or public transport, and is environmentally friendly.

• Students will save money on their daily commute, they won’t have to spend money on petrol, car 
insurance and maintenance, or bus tickets.

• Commuting to university by cycling also encourages a healthy lifestyle of exercise.
• Total of 60 attendees across all sessions; with 17 bikes saved from landfill through repair.
• Total carbon savings through this initiative, through saving bikes from repair and getting students 

to commute via bicycle over car and bus, was 2.20 tCO2e, leading to a lifetime saving of 6.61 tCO2e 
over 3 years of impact.

4Price of a bronze standard bike service at Halfords.
5www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/cycling-health-benefits
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JACOB PATERSON

Jacob is a first-year student studying Computer Game Applications Development at Abertay. After 
attending the “Keep Warm, Save Money” talk he has found several ways to save money at home by 
reducing his energy consumption.

“I have been to one of the energy saving talks and I found it really interesting.

They talked about what costs the most in terms of energy use in the household. One of the things 
I learned is that gas is cheaper than electricity, so it might be cheaper to boil water on the hob if you’re 
cooking pasta as opposed to boiling it in a kettle and then transferring it to the pan. They also spoke 
about little things you can do over a year that can save you quite a great deal of money as well as help 
the environment. Things like putting tinfoil behind a radiator to make the heat that would be 
radiated out the back of the radiator reflect into the room. Even simple things like keeping curtains 
closed to maintain the warmth of an area have allowed me to save a fair amount of money on energy 
bills where I otherwise would have been spending a lot.

I’ve always been pretty passionate about taking care of the environment, but this made me think of 
a couple of ways I can do that at home - things like taking shorter showers because of how much 
energy is required to heat up water, which is something I didn’t know before.

I’d certainly like to see a couple more talks and presentations from them because I would definitely go 
to them. Just going to one has been pretty impactful and an incredibly useful experience. These 
behaviours are going to save me money which is just a massive incentive to anyone to maintain these 
kinds of changes throughout your life. These are things I’m going to be thinking about long into my 
future.”

CASE STUDIES

We conducted interviews with students that took part in EcoAbertay activities or are involved through 
volunteering or casual working to provide a more detailed insight of how the project impacted students.
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LAWRIE MILROY

Lawrie is the Finance Officer for the 
Abertay Students Association and works 
alongside the EcoAbertay team. When 
you’ve got a family to look after, saving 
money where you can while remaining 
green can be difficult so our ‘Keep Cosy, 
Save Money’ talk piqued her interest.

“I work alongside Carina (EcoAbertay project coordinator) so I get to hear about everything that they’re 
doing. I also went to one of their events (Keep Cosy, Save Money) and got some really good tips.

I turned down my thermostat. I now fill my basin up with water rather than just letting it run. I’ve also 
put towels at my doors to try and keep the cold out, and I’ve put tinfoil behind my heaters as well - I’ve 
noticed a big difference in the heat! I make sure all my plug sockets are switched off, no lights are on if 
nobody is in the room. I also only fill my kettle up to the amount of water that I need. 

I’ve actually saved money on my gas and electric. My direct debits are now really cheap, and for the 
first time ever I actually got money back, just in time for Christmas.

I also recycle better so I remove all my bottle lids and put them separate, wash all the bottles out, clean 
all my cans - so I know they don’t get put in the landfill. I’ve already told my mum how to recycle 
properly, and my brother!

I think it’s really good that we’re doing this, it’s making more students aware. I just think more students 
should try and get involved with it, not a lot of people are turning up. Which is a shame because it’s 
really interesting and it could save you money”

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

There should be more events that attempt to accomplish specifically this objective. The success of these 
initiatives should be taken onwards and further improved upon. There should be more talks relating 
specifically to people who are not homeowners. In future, talks should be promoted more to encourage 
a higher attendance. Methods of data capture can be improved upon. Talks should be relevant to 
students. There should be more events focussing on environmental awareness.
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OBJECTIVE 3

To get students involved

Data Collection: Questions specific to this objective were included in our online stakeholder consultation 
where respondents were asked how much they agree with the following statements:

• I have been aware of EcoAbertay events.
• EcoAbertay hosts and facilitates events and initiatives that I am interested in.
• EcoAbertay has been effective at changing the behaviours of students.

An additional survey was sent to the heads of student societies to see if they would wish to work with 
EcoAbertay in the future, and societies and external partners we have worked with were asked to rate 
their experience with EcoAbertay. EcoAbertay staff were consulted on their working conditions. 

Responses were given on a scale of 1-5 (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, completely agree).

Results from online consultation:

Statement Student (84) SA Staff (6) EcoAbertay (8)

I have been aware of EcoAbertay events. 3.80 4.67 4.86

EcoAbertay hosts and facilitates events and 
initiatives that I am interested in. 3.73 4.33 4.75

EcoAbertay has been effective at changing 
the behaviours of students. 3.71 3.83 4.00

Overall, EcoAbertay is achieving this goal. 3.79 4.17 4.43

Positive Comments Constructive Criticism

I changed my own behaviours by working for 
EcoAbertay, I recycle more and finally started 
cycling to uni. The job is very flexible and the 
salary is much better than many others. 
(EcoAbertay Staff)

It is worth pursuing but more needs to be done 
(Student)

I think I’m not informed of all events (Student)
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STUDENT STAFF

EcoAbertay currently employs:

• 1 Project Coordinator (Full-time)
• 3 Student Social Accountants (Zero-hour contract)
• 2 Student Bike Maintenance Engineers (Zero-hour contract)
• 2 Student Designers (Zero-hour contract)

EcoAbertay acknowledges the difficulty that students can have finding part-time work to support their 
studies which offers them the flexibility to work around their often-hectic schedules. Therefore, 
EcoAbertay exclusively hires students for roles which are not full time. 

A survey aimed at the 8 EcoAbertay staff to understand their feelings various aspects of their work 
revealed the following (scores are averages based on a number of statements for each topic, 
where 1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree):

Area Example Statements Rating

General ‘I enjoy the work I do’
‘My job is interesting’ 4.59

Support at work ‘My manager gives me honest feedback on my performance’
‘I feel part of a supportive team’ 4.54

Work Conditions ‘I am satisfied with the hours I work’
‘I am under too much work pressure’ (Reverse scored) 4.45

Communications ‘Communications within the organisation are good’
‘My ideas and suggestions are taken seriously’ 4.44

Training ‘Since joining EcoAbertay I have received the training I need 
to do my job effectively’
‘The training I have received was worthwhile’

3.92

Overall, it appears that EcoAbertay staff rate their time with the organisation very highly, but there 
may be room for improvement when it comes to training. See below for training received by various 
EcoAbertay and SA staff.
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TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES

Name Role Training Received

Max Korbmacher Bike Maintenance Assistant VeloTech Bronze

Aleksandar Manev Bike Maintenance Assistant VeloTech Bronze

Cari Watterton Student Designer (SA)  None so far

Hannah Ballingall Starter Pack Assistant  None so far

Ellen Petrie Interim Manager Abertay 
(SA)

Measuring Social Impact, Just 
Enterprise

Gemma Riddell Advice and Welfare 
Coordinator (SA)

Measuring Social Impact, Just 
Enterprise

Carina Gaertner EcoAbertay Project Coordinator Measuring Social Impact, Just 
Enterprise
UNESCO Global Action 
Programme Leadership 
Training, Carbon Calculations 
Training with CCF
Cycle Leadership training

Christopher McEvoy Social Accountant None so far

Claire Monribot Social Accountant None so far

Thomas Dixon Social Accountant Measuring Social Impact, Just 
Enterprise

Conor Judge EcoAbertay Assistant CCF Grant Claim Training
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STUDENT SOCIETIES

In an attempt to get more students involved, EcoAbertay has collaborated on events with student 
societies to appeal not only to that societies membership but to the student body as a whole. The 
following are three societies we worked with over this social accounting period:

Society No. Members Event

Vegetarian & Vegan Society 14 Food Tasting
Movies

Islamic Society 18 Culture Cosmos

Save the Children Society 10 Halloween Costume Swap

In future, we hope to collaborate with more societies as these events were found to be productive not 
only for both the society and its membership, but for EcoAbertay as well.

FUTURE COLLABORATION SURVEY

A survey was sent to the heads of all 35 student societies to see if they would be interested in 
collaborating with us in the future. Of the 11 which responded we were proud to find that all of them 
indicated that they would be interested in a future project. Two of these were the Islamic Society and 
the Vegetarian and Vegan Society, so we are pleased that they wish to work with EcoAbertay again 
in the future. Some ideas for projects included:

“How to dispose of make-up packing in an eco-friendly way, and how to dispose of make-up itself in an 
eco-friendly way. How to make products go further so you get more for your money, and how to buy 
make up on a budget.” 
– Make-up and Beauty Society

“There are a whole load of things we could do regarding EcoAbertay including talks on satellites like 
Sentinel which monitors the Earth for things like rising sea levels and agricultural monitoring.” 
- Abertay Space Agency.

A revealing piece of data from this survey was that when asked to rate their familiarity with the 
EcoAbertay project many of the societies said they were only ‘somewhat familiar’ (5/11) with 
EcoAbertay as opposed to ‘very’ (2/11) or ‘extremely’ (2/11) familiar, with the remaining 2 societies being 
‘not at all’ familiar. This brings home the point of previous data that EcoAbertay needs to work harder 
on promoting itself, particularly its activities and achievements, if it is to increase its social impact 
on campus. 31



SCREENINGS

EcoAbertay hosted several screenings of Planet Earth alongside Abertay’s Vegetarian and Vegan 
Society. A survey was distributed to participants after one of these events. The aim of the survey was to 
investigate how media can be used to change behaviours towards the environment. A secondary aim 
was to gauge student knowledge of the project early in the project’s history for later comparison. After 
analysis of the data from completed surveys we found that screenings were effective at motivating 
viewers to behave more consciously towards the environment.

Our analysis indicates that participants were encouraged and motivated to lead a more ecological 
lifestyle. They were more likely to adopt more environmental practices in their everyday lives and to 
be more environmentally conscious after the screening.

There have been several screening events showing different environmental media including 
Cowspiracy, Wall-E, Planet Earth and Princess Mononoke. Across these events there has been a total 
of 101 attendees. Based on our conclusions on the data from the Planet Earth screenings we can say that 
these screening events have had influence over these attendees’ environmental behaviour after the 
events.

SOCIAL MEDIA

To have involved students kept updated about our events and activities, we mainly used social media 
such as Facebook. The graph above shows the number of students reached on our posts, and as it is 
shown on it, the peak of our posts was at the end of January 2017 as we organised a lot of events during 
this month until the beginning of February 2017. 

Sponsored Facebook Posts were a useful tool to boost our most successful campaigns.
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CASE STUDY

MAX KORBMACHER

Max is an exchange student from Germany who is at Abertay studying Psychology for the year. 
EcoAbertay has given him the opportunity to find work, make friends and feel part of the campus 
culture.

“I’ve been working for EcoAbertay since October as a bike maintenance assistant. EcoAbertay 
introduced the Bike Stop which is an opportunity for all students to get their bikes fixed, but also for 
all members of staff and everybody who’s passing by. I’m out in front of the library, helping people fix 
their bikes and showing them how to do it.

I’m trying to help people do everything they can with their bicycles, to travel as much as they can by 
bike instead of taking the bus or their car. I’m also teaching people how to fix parts of their bikes instead 
of just throwing them away, which can save students money.

EcoAbertay has also helped refresh the green values I already had, like recycling. I was helping out 
with the great starter pack project EcoAbertay is doing, where they collect old kitchenware from 
students who are moving out of their accommodation. It was great getting a starter pack myself, 
meaning I didn’t have to buy new stuff just to throw it away again when I moved out at the end 
of term.

It’s great socially, there are always people coming by having questions, or getting their bikes done - you 
are always talking to people, and people are recognising me already! I’ve only been here 4-5 months 
at Abertay and people already know me which is really nice. Sometimes I’m passing people who are 
saying ‘Hey Max, how are you?’ and I don’t even know who they are! This social aspect is the biggest 
strength of EcoAbertay, and of the Student’s Association in general.

I can still improve in all aspects of bike maintenance but I’m using every hour I have there not only 
to do routine maintenance but also to learn new things because every single bicycle is special and has 
parts which are unique in a way I can learn from. Soon I’ll be getting a full day of training and then 
I’ll be a certified bike repairer!

EcoAbertay is great, I really like the people, the atmosphere - I always feel welcome - and I really like 
working there.”

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Although the results are positive, there is still room for improvement when it comes to getting students 
involved. However, as EcoAbertay is still in its infancy we believe that this may come with time. 
Attention must be paid to communicating with the students about EcoAbertay and its achievements.

Student staff are enjoying their work and feel closely involved with the core of the EcoAbertay project 
but training could be improved. 

Student societies have been a productive avenue of student involvement. It would be worthwhile 
collaborating with even more societies next year.
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Measuring environmental impact in carbon emission savings

To calculate the significant impact of our project on greenhouse gas emission savings, we calculated our 
Carbon Savings, the unit we use is kg or tonnes of CO2e (CO2e being the equivalent of CO2 emitted 
into the atmosphere). 
These emission savings we are interested in are the difference between baseline and project scenario 
emissions. To establish baseline emissions, we collected primary data form before the project start. So, 
the reduction we report is the difference between these baseline emissions and the CO2e emitted during 
the running of the project, the project scenario emissions. Since we can’t physically measure the carbon 
emissions of different activities, like reducing waste or cycling, we use indicators that are available 
online. These factors show exactly how much CO2e is emitted, for example per mile of car journey 
replaced or kg of plastic reused. These indicators will be referred to as conversion factors throughout the 
report, because they enable us to convert materials or miles saved to actual carbon savings.

REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE

We saved a total of 810.7kg of non-textiles from landfill. The materials we collected of a high CO2e 
value averaging at 4.7 kg CO2e savings per 1kg of homewares we managed to redistribute via starter 
packs, swap shops and our Stationery Fayre. Reusing homewares left behind in student accommodation 
made the highest contribution of savings with 726 kg.

Starter 
Pack Term 1

Starter 
Pack Term 2

Stationery 
Fayre

Swap shop 1 Swap shop 
2

Material Production Landfilled Conv. Fact 
or Reuse

Weight / kg Weight / kg Weight / kg Weight / kg Weight / kg CO2e
Savings kg 
Co2

Metallic 
wastes, 
non-
ferrous

12.960 0.005 12.965 183.3 30 1.5 7 5 2940.5

Glass 0.895 0.026 0.920 68 4 0 0 1.5 67.65

Paper & 
card-
board

0.893 0.490 1.383 42.5 10 9 0 1 86.44

Plastic 
Wastes

3.194 0.005 3.119 46.7 25 32.5 4 12 384.52

Discarded 
equipment

1.754 0.017 1.771 153.2 3 6 3 2 296.04

Ceramics 0.245 0.002 0.247 156 4 0 0.5 0 39.61

Total 649.7 76 49 14.5 21.5 3814.72
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We received a total of 69 kg of textile donations for our Interview Clothes Library, Halloween Costume 
and Christmas jumper swap. These donations from staff and students as well as local charities enabled 
us to expand our interview clothes library, but we also donated 28 kg of clothes to charity. 
Since these 28kg are all being reused, we are claiming carbon savings. Since we do not know what the 
destiny of the clothes would have been, we assume 1/2 would have ended in landfill and 1/2 being 
reused. We therefore list 14kg as “Collection for reuse”. Out of the remaining 41 kg, 17kg have been reused 
(8kg in the Halloween Costume Swap, 7 kg in the Christmas Jumper swap and 4 kg have been rented 
from the interview clothes library). The remaining 24kg are still part of the interview clothes library 
and did not produce carbon savings yet.

Event Material Production Landfilled Conv. Factor 
Reused

Weight of 
Materials / 
kg

Emission 
Savings / kg 
CO2e

Graduation 
Ball

Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 8 173.376

Interview 
clothes library

Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 4 86.688

Halloween 
Costume Swap

Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 8 173.376

Collection for 
reuse

Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 14 303.408

Christmas 
Jumper Swap

Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 7 151.704

Swap Shop 1 Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 17.5 379.26

Swap Shop 2 Textile Wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 9 195.048

Total 67.5 1462.86

ENCOURAGING ACTIVE TRAVEL

We encouraged a total of 14,482 miles of active travel within 1 year, reducing bus and car travel into 
university. This data has been collected during our 15 bike stops we ran between September 2016 and 
March 2017. Our bike stops allowed all students and staff to receive free bike safety checks and free bike 
repairs. All customers were invited to learn how to fix their own bikes so they are no longer dependant 
on our services. We expect that this encourages more cycling in general since most people own a bike, 
but are not maintaining it which in turn leads to the abandonment of cycling as a mode of transport.
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Bus and car miles saved through bike stop:

Date Nr. of bike 
stop

Nr. of 
students 
that came 
to the bike 
stop

Weekly 
car travel 
distance 
replaced / 
miles

Weekly 
bus travel 
distance 
replaced / 
miles

Car 
Annual 
CO2e 
emission 
savings 

Bus Annual 
CO2e 
emission 
savings

Annual 
Savings /
tonnes of 
CO2e

21.9. 1 0 0 0 0 0 =  0

29.9. 2 10 0 65 0 0.345 = 0.345

13.10. 3 9 38 12 0.51 0.064 = 0.574

27.10. 4 2 0 30 0 0.16 = 0.16

11.11. 5 4 0 15 0 0.08 = 0.08

28.11. 6 9 22.5 0 0.302 0 = 0.302

15.12. 7 4 0 10 0 0.053 = 0.053

16.1. 8 4 5 0 0.067 0 = 0.067

9.2. 9 5 0 6 0 0.032 = 0.032

13.2. 10 5 0 0 0 0 = 0

24.2. 11 3 0 30 0 0.16 = 0.16

8.3. 12 2 0 25 0 0.13 = 0.13

13.3. 13 3 0 5 0 0.027 = 0.027

21.3. 14 0 5 0 0.067 0 = 0.067

29.3. 15 3 0 10 0 0.053 = 0.053

Total 1.773
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
The economic impacts and savings mentioned in earlier sections of the report are listed below:

•  £1,632.35 saved through the starter pack initiative.
•  £117.15 in savings per day through the free water bottle initiative, leading to an approximate 
      annual saving of £23,430 for the academic year.
•  £510 saved for students through bike repairs, plus further savings resulting from cheaper travel.
•  Other incalculable savings from other events such as swap shops and savings resulting from 
      changes in environmental behaviour such as reduction in energy consumption.

The starter pack savings were calculated by taking the value of the packs compared to an equivalent 
shop at Ikea; £14.60 for a small, £20.95 for a medium, and £33.05 for a large; and the number of these 
types of packs handed out to students; 23 small, 54 medium, and 5 large; and using these figures to 
calculate a total saving of £1632.35.

We measured an average of 213 refills of water bottles on campus per day with an average of 500ml 
sized bottles. A 500ml bottle of Evian water costs 55p in Tesco leading to the daily savings figure of 
£117.15. The approximate annual saving was taken using 40 weeks as the length of the academic year 
and taking 5 days as the length of the work week leading to 200 days’ students were on campus as an 
approximate. Using this with the daily savings figure we calculated an annual saving of £23,430 for 
the academic year. 

However, we understand that these water bottle figures are assuming that every student using the 
water fountains would have bought bottled water as the only alternative. Therefore, these figures of 
£117.15 daily savings and £23,430 should be treated as maximum potential values and the actual 
savings would be considerably less. 

The bike repairs were valued at £30 per 
repair of 17 bikes that would have been sent to landfill we calculated a total saving of £510.

Many of the EcoAbertay purchases 
were strengthening the local economy. 
We tried to order as little online and 
from outside Scotland as possible. 
Out of the total amount of the CCF 
grant spent so far (adding up to 
£38,706) 71.6% have been spent with 
a benefit to local businesses or at least 
supported employment in the Dundee 
area. In the table below we see that 
a total of £27,704.90 spent was to this 
benefit, with £7,567.90 went directly to 
businesses in the Dundee area. £20,137 
went to employment of staff which 
accounts for 52.0% of costs so far.
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Table: Total EcoAbertay spending

Categories Companies £ - spending

Catering Catering to University
Clarks Bakery
Brodies Takeaway
Tesco
Project Pie

£264
£66
£125
£40
£68

Bike stop Oakside Developments
Nicholsons Cycles
Cyclepath (St Andrews shop)
Halfords
SportsDirect Dundee
Cyclepods

£600
£1000
£275.50
£87
£37
£1,500

Printing Tayprint
Printing to University

£76
£100

Transport Electric Bikes Scotland
Co-Wheels
Explore Bus
Scotrail
Trainline
Virgin Train East
Cross Country Trains
Arnold Clark

£30
£200
£7.40
£136 
£23
£35
£100
£88

Interview Cloth Library CHSS Charity Dundee
Capability Scotland
British Red Cross

£112
£124
£100

Marketing & Prizes ASDA Dundee
Debenhams
Parker Signs
Heart Space
Food Anarchy

£40
£72
£105
£257
£100

Training courses Recycle to Cycle Ltd
Social Account Network

£300
£1500

Total £7,567.90

Salaries EcoAbertay Staff £20, 137

Total £27,704.90
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Student Money Saving Week

A survey was completed by 47 students during the National Student Money Week organised by the 
university, Abertay SA and EcoAbertay. A total of 46 students out of 47 have completed an online 
questionnaire of eleven questions, designed to understand student’s behaviours in terms of consumption 
of food and clothes. A large majority of the respondents 35 out of 46 (76.09%), are single with no 
children. The survey highlighted that many of them usually go to Tesco for buying food and house-
hold products (42 out of 46 respondents) as well as Lidl (32 out of 46 people). According to the survey, 
they mainly consider the factors of ‘Value for money’ (31 students), ‘Product Taste’ (30 students) and 
‘Healthy choices’ (27 students) when deciding where to shop for food and household products and what 
to buy. Most of the students (18 out of 46 people) usually go twice a week to the shop for food and house-
hold products and 34.78% of them only once a week (16 out of 46 people). We can outline that 39.13% 
of the students write a shopping list but 32.61% of them don’t stick with it and 28.26% of the respondents 
do not write one at all. In terms of food waste, more than a half of the respondents (27 out 46 people) 
do not throwaway food on a regular basis.

In terms of purchase and consumption of clothes, it is shown that the price of clothes plays an important 
role with 31 out of 46 respondents shopping at low price stores, 27 at middle price online and 13 at 
supermarkets only. The frequency of shopping is relatively high as they buy clothes for themselves 
3-4 times a week (40%, 18 out 45 people) or monthly for 28.89% (13 out 45 people). When disposing 
of clothes, the donation of clothes to charities (35 out 46 people) is the most common way for students, 
however 24 pass on their clothes to friends and family (24 out of 46 people). 

The survey highlighted the fact that EcoAbertay contributes to further thinking about waste by 
running campaigns and organising events such as Starter Packs, General Swap shops, Textile Swap 
Shops, and Stationery Fayres as 36.96% (17 out of 46) answered ‘Yes” to the question: “Have this week’s 
events made them think about waste?” and 41.30% (19 out of 46) answered ‘A little’. The most positive 
feedback EcoAbertay received from running the National Student Money Saving Week was the rating 
of participants on their future waste reduction behaviour. When asked how confident they are that 
they will reduce the amount of waste they produce in the future, only 6% rated themselves below 
a 5 on a scale with a range of 1-10.

co
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ADDITIONAL SOCIAL IMPACT DATA

This section outlines additional data collected during the social accounting period that does not fit under 
the banner of our objectives but are still good indicators of EcoAbertay’s performance and local social 
impact.

EXTERNAL PARTNER COLLABORATION SURVEY

We sent surveys to 13 external organisations that we had collaborated with since the start of the project 
to see how they rated working with EcoAbertay. The 11 individuals who responded had the following 
to say:

Organisation Satisfaction Comments

Angus Cycle Hub Very Satisfied Eco Abertay has been a brilliant tool for combining 
our aims for utilising cycling as a sustainable mode 
of transport in addition to allowing students access to 
affordable cycles from our recycling centre. Overall, our 
relationship is very strong and we would love to see the 
work we have undertaken over the previous 6 months 
continue.

Home Energy Scotland Satisfied Easy to work with, accommodating with project ideas
One person as main contact would be an improvement.

Co-Wheels Satisfied We would like more networking with us and to
explore opportunities to grow car club use at Abertay.

Electric Bike Scotland Very Satisfied Handing cycle hire & repair info out to Freshers, have 
the info easily accessible in halls of residence and 
promoting Eco-Abertay through the students are all 
ways to get your name out there even more.

Starter Packs Dundee Very Satisfied Keep up the good work!

Litter Prevention Satisfied Positive, can-do attitude.

Cycle Path, St Andrews Very Satisfied People were very friendly, welcoming and grateful for 
our work together.

Zero Waste Scotland Very Satisfied There is a lot of enthusiasm that makes it very 
successful.
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THE ABERTAY COMMUNITY FOCUS GROUP

A focus group of university stakeholders was held on 10/03/2017. The staff members that participated 
in the focus group include:

• Lorna Edwards, Head of Business Engagement; wrote the initial application.
• Lorraine McLean, Residences Officer; assisted with EcoAbertay hall kitchenware collection and 

helped in the initial proposal.
• Thomas Sloan, Assistant Campus Services Officer; controls recycling streams at the university.
• Andrew Samuel, Sociology Lecturer, teaches sustainable development, “[...]looking at education for 

sustainable development and the role it has within curriculum development at Abertay.” since 2014.
• Ian Lowe, Project Manager for the Academy of Sport; manages sports services for staff and students 

such as cycling facilities, sustainable transport.
• Alicia Danielsson, Student Helper for the Advisory Team and postgraduate student.

The focus group was chaired by Carina Gaertner, the EcoAbertay Project Coordinator and Chris 
McEvoy, one of the project’s three student social accountants.

From analysis of the focus group we have arrived at several conclusions on the impact of the project this 
year, and gathered ideas on how the project could develop in the future. An analysis of the focus group 
discussion on topics relating to EcoAbertay is summarised as follows:

• Lorna held the view that the visibility of the bike repair workshops was good for attracting cyclists 
and informing non-cyclists passing-by of what EcoAbertay is. 

• Lorraine, the residence officer described how the bike repair workshops saw a sizeable increase in the 
number of students commuting to university from halls of residence via bicycle. 

• Sociology lecturer Andy praised EcoAbertay for “starting the ball rolling” on Abertay’s 
     sustainability.
• It has been mentioned that the project creates inspiration for staff and students to promote 
     eco-friendliness.
• The majority of stakeholders were extremely happy with the starter packs for various reasons:
• Much waste was saved from landfill. 
• It saved students money. 
• Many students, particularly international students, have relied on this service because of a lack of 

space in their luggage or because they arrived under the assumption that kitchenware was provided 
in halls of residence. 

• Student engagement with EcoAbertay staff and amongst each other, particularly during Freshers 
Week, promoting new connections between first-year students. 

• This initiative was considered effective at engaging students as students approached one of the 
stakeholders with gratitude for the starter packs.

• Andy talked about how sustainability within the university should come from the student body. He 
expressed ideas for a sustainability council that is made up of students from all years or a 

     ‘sustainable society’. He talked of how staff and the university itself should work to facilitate 
     student involvement at this level.
• The success of reorganising the bins and changing the bin signs; particularly for food waste.

From our analysis of the focus group discussion the following conclusions have been drawn:

• Student engagement was a huge priority and all stakeholders present for the focus group were very 
satisfied with the level of student engagement the project has been involved with.

• The stakeholders were also very satisfied with the environmental impact the project is having 
through its initiatives.

• Lengthy discussions of ideas during the focus group will hopefully lead to new initiatives and 
     improvements. 41



• EcoAbertay is effectively inspiring changed behaviours in students in regards to environmental 
action and awareness.

• Sustainability initiatives in the university should be student-led with EcoAbertay working with the 
university to facilitate the necessary resources to allow this to be done in the future.

Below are some extracts of the focus group transcript (edited for clarity) in order of continuity:

Lorna – “I liked the visibility of quite a lot of the activities; I think the bike station stuff in terms of where 
it is and people going past, even people who aren’t cyclists and they aren’t using the service but still 
seeing it, get curious like ‘oh what’s this?’ I think that kind of visibility is really useful.”

Lorraine – “Yeah on the back of that we’ve seen more people at halls using their bikes to come to uni...”

Andy - “It seems to me that one of the things we need to do to the extent of the first round of EcoAbertay 
was really starting the ball rolling, and to some extent because there was very little on sustainability 
happening at all across the university; it has been a fantastic success and I think building on that into 
the future is what we’d like to be looking at so all power to you we’ll see what happens.”

Lorna – “One of the things that I enjoyed being part of was the starter packs stuff. Seeing how excited 
or how grateful students were when they were coming to physically pick up boxes of stuff, so it was 
a real tangible sense of achievement like of going ‘hey we stopped all this stuff going to landfill’ and 
we’re saving students money... and then people going ‘oh thanks very much’. She went on to discuss the 
impact of the initiative on international students, “Being able to go ‘here’s the thing: what’s somebody 
going to need if somebody’s come from overseas or it’s late and they don’t have the physical space to 
carry some of this stuff what are they going to need?’ [...] And even thinking about that from the 
Student Association point of view helps remind us of who we’re here to serve, from kind of a social point 
of view, those students that arrived and picked up the starter packs knew who we were, they spoke 
to us, they spoke to other people who picked up starter packs, I saw them talking to each other in the 
student centre during that week when they were going to other events and these are people who might 
have actually been isolated just picking up cups and plates and cutlery in itself was acute to actually 
help people make connections. I thought that was really interesting, it gave people an excuse to connect.”

Ian – (about the starter packs) “I guess also the stuff that’s going on in society, there might be a whole 
range of students who need to rely on similar things in their life before university. So actually going 
to university might exclude them from the local food bank for example or anything else there is with 
moving to a new town, new place and is still that type of support there which is probably pretty 
(needed) for a number of students.”

Thomas – “One of the things that obviously has been very helpful is increasing awareness of the waste 
streams and recycling waste streams and I think pushing that forward is going to be important because 
I found from personal experience that if certain recycling waste streams aren’t available or are only 
available in certain areas then what you’ll find is people will do what’s most convenient so they’ll tend 
to put everything in a general waste bin if they’re uncertain. So, making people more aware of how it 
operates will be really helpful for a broad range of reasons from the functionality and practicality point 
of view and from the decreasing the mass of stuff that goes into general waste.”

Thomas – (about bins on campus) “What we find is that people will use it if it’s available and they 
understand; so if you’ve got a piece of waste and it can be recycled, for example, a cup from the coffee 
shop, and half of it’s cardboard and half of it’s plastic and you’re not certain whether you can put it 
into separate waste streams or not, they won’t take five minutes and think about it, they’ll just put it 
into general waste; and increasing that kind of knowledge and awareness in a simple way has really 
helped.”
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Andy – “The stuff you’re talking about is really quite interesting I think to the extent that across, 
certainly the universities I know, the sustainable agenda has been done by the student body. So, I think 
that’s what we ought to be looking at, how to facilitate a bottom up approach as opposed to us saying 
‘this needs to be done’, it needs to come from the student body and to some extent the staff as well. But 
there’s equally a need I think to look at how we can get students who are interested in this, across all 
years, together to help produce a sustainability committee that’s facilitated by the association. As I say 
this is part of the sustainability agenda empowering students and staff to actually do this themselves 
so I think that’s what we ought to be looking at and how to do that, now bearing in mind that we do 
have a level of consciousness around sustainability now because of what you’ve done. It has to come 
from students but we need to facilitate it.”

KEY ASPECT CHECKLIST AND COMPLIANCE

List regulations you comply with and be prepared to show them (guidance from handbook)
See Appendix (when ready)

OUTLOOK

The EcoAbertay Project has received funding until April 2018 and will continue to run its successful 
campaigns, but also start a food growing project and focus on behavioural change initiatives. Saving 
students money through free bike repair and reuse campaigns are another focus this year. All excess 
materials the university produces, predominantly stationery, kitchenware and furniture, are 
redistributed at Giveaway events.

For the funding year 2017/2018 and the proposed community garden we want to work closer with 
academic staff, using the garden for education. We will work closely with sociologist Dr Andrew 
Samuel as part of his sustainability module which teaches the “By leaves we live” principle. In addition, 
we will run surface water runoff demonstrations teaching sustainable urban drainage as part of the 
civil engineering and environmental management courses.
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APPENDIX

Engagement and Employment data

Overview on project engagement numbers and employment data:

How many training sessions where skills and/or information were passed on – e.g. com-
posting training, cooking workshops, etc. – has your project has held.  17

How many events did your project hold, e.g. information fairs, open days, etc.? Do not 
include events held by other organisations which you have attended.  25

How many staff, volunteers or community members have achieved qualifications 
through the project – e.g. City & Guilds Energy Awareness, Trail Cycle Leader, etc.  4

How many people were directly employed by your project. Tell us the full-time equiv-
alent (FTE) number of employees (e.g. 3 days per week = 0.6 FTE).  3

Is the project supporting the development of any long-term jobs which are not depend-
ent of CCF Funding? How many?  1

How many people are actively involved in your project – attending groups & work-
shops, using the project facilities etc.?  793

How many people volunteer their time and energy to keeping the project going – don’t 
forget the members of your management committee or board.  38

How many households have been referred on to other agencies or providers (e.g. HES, 
Green Deal assessor) for further action?  5

How many miles of car journeys have been reduced through the activities of your 
project?  3146

How many tonnes of waste have been diverted from landfill because of the activities 
of your project?  0.854
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STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION SURVEY
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

1. What is your connection to the EcoAbertay project? 
2. Has EcoAbertay influenced your behaviour in regards to environmental sustainability? If so, 

how?
3. Would you say that the EcoAbertay project has impacted you:

  i) Socially? If so, how?
 ii) Economically? If so, how?

4. Have you gained any skills or knowledge that you’ll be using in the future?
5. Have you made use of any of the freebies that EcoAbertay has handed out? (Bottles, kitchen-

ware, cycling gear, etc.,?) Have they been useful?
6. Anything else that you would like to add about your interactions with EcoAbertay?

FOCUS GROUP TRANSCRIPT

(edited for clarity)

Lorna – “I liked the visibility of quite a lot of the activities; I think the bike station stuff in terms of 
where it is and people going past, even people who aren’t cyclists and they aren’t using the service 
but still seeing it, get curious like ‘oh what’s this?’ I think that kind of visibility is really useful.”

Lorraine – “Yeah on the back of that we’ve seen more people at halls using their bikes to come to uni 
and the fact that we’ve got the – I say new but it’s not so new anymore, the – bike shed at the 
Graham building in the back carpark has helped as well.”

Andy – “I mean, yes it’s great to see EcoAbertay helping sustainability in the university, the bike 
stuff is one aspect to that, I think the swap shop as well has been really good the way it is. I think it’s 
been very helpful. It seems to me that one of the things we need to do to the extent of the first round 
of EcoAbertay was really starting the ball rolling, and to some extent because there was very little 
on sustainability happening at all across the university; it has been a fantastic success and I think 
building on that into the future is what we’d like to be looking at so all power to you we’ll see what 
happens. But you know, things like the swap shop and the bike stuff is really, really helpful; if we 
can build on that then that would be great. And as I said earlier my interest is in looking at how we 
can actually embed this to some extent within the form of curriculum as well so students involved 
in doing somethings for you which would tick off some coursework and I’ve already discussed this in 
relation to potential electives and I think it’s very useful.”

Lorna – “Right so I think staff have been quite inspired by stuff you’ve been doing like the recycling 
stuff.”

Andy – “Not just staff, absolutely.”

Lorraine – “I think on what you were saying Andy, I don’t know if you’re aware but we’ve got two 
large green spaces at halls that can be used and a smaller little bit of space at one of the other halls as 
well, so that could be used in some way but one of the spaces in Lyon Street in particular is massive; 
it’s just crying out to be used.”

Andy – “Well, I’m not very sure but I think we have tried this before, and it didn’t really work 
because there wasn’t that much by staff and students but we do have a certain amount of awareness 
now and correct me if I’m wrong but I think some of the bid at the moment is to look at something on 
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campus which will help. I think it’s much, much closer to us and that will help, if we can get this on 
campus it may be able to link to what’s actually going on.”

Lorraine – “Yeah but halls are campus as well.”

Andy – “The point is that getting the students out to the halls to do it as part of the curriculum is 
quite difficult cause it involves many buses and money and oversight.”

Lorraine – “Nah they’re all walking distance. They’re all minutes away”

Andy – “I’m only just suggesting but I think having something on centre to the actual campus and 
spreading that out will help. That’s all I’m suggesting, I’m not saying in any sense that it’s not possible 
but I’m just trying to think through what happened in the past that didn’t work and why it didn’t 
work.”

Lorraine – “The hall that we had that was furthest away was a bus journey or a forty-five-minute 
walk or a cycle but all the halls that we have now are all walking distance, the furthest one away is 
only ten minutes walk.”

Andy – “But I do think they have the resources to do this now so I think this conversation is something 
that we need to actually have a think about and how we can get students involved in doing some-
thing around these institutes.”

Ian – “So I guess there’s also a weighing up of sustainability in the curriculum but also in life. 
So actually, by having something that’s on campus allows the curriculum stuff to happen easier. But 
then stuff at the halls is then helping people actually live and help people operate, if you like yeah.”

Lorna – “One of the things that I enjoyed being part of was actually the starter packs stuff. I mean 
actually we were able to now be part of the solution to clear Alloway (student halls) and seeing 
how excited or how grateful students were when they were actually coming to physically pick up 
boxes of stuff, so it was a real tangible sense of achievement like of going ‘hey we stopped all this 
stuff going to landfill’ and we’re saving students money, like this is really cool; and then people going 
‘oh thanks very much’ and really going about and sort of going ‘oh have you got any extra glasses?’ 
and ‘actually I’m only going to need one of these things so let’s put it back’ and really starting to see 
kind of sort of awareness kind of starting time; because the year before like there had been kind of 
like boxes of stuff kind of from residences and ‘come help yourself’ and some people were very active 
about (looking) through every piece of bakeware that was ever put in there but then lots of other 
people just didn’t even register it so being able to go ‘here’s the thing: what’s somebody going to need 
if somebody’s come from overseas or it’s late and they don’t have the physical space to carry some of 
this stuff what are they going to need?’ And even thinking about that from the Student Association 
point of view helps, kind of, remind us of who we’re here to serve. You know actually let’s just put 
some of this stuff together, and seeing people, even in freshers week, from kind of a social point of 
view, that maybe those students that arrived and picked up kind of like the starter packs knew who 
we were, they spoke to us, they spoke to other people who picked up starter packs, I saw them talking 
to each other in the student centre during that week when they were going to other events and these 
are people who might have actually been isolated so just picking up cups and plates and cutlery in 
itself was acute to actually help people make connections. I thought that was really interesting. I don’t 
know how you’d ever quantify that when you’re writing your social accounts but it gave people an 
excuse to connect. It was another reason for somebody to actually start chatting.”

Carina – “Something as simple as the starter packs brought people already together so we know 
people that shared starter packs and kind of met each other, that was nice.”
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Ian – “I guess also the stuff that’s going on in society, there might be a whole range of students who 
need to rely on similar things in their life before university. So actually, going to university might 
exclude them from the local food bank for example or anything else there is with moving to a new 
town, new place and is still that type of support there which is probably pretty (needed) for a 
number of students.”

Carina – “Yeah it was. Yeah it was for some international students it was quite crucial to have 
something here because a lot of them actually assumed that they would get everything given but 
they arrived in their flat and were like ‘oh there’s nothing...’”
Thomas – “One of the things that obviously has been very helpful is increasing awareness of the 
waste streams and recycling waste streams and I think pushing that forward is going to be important 
because I found from personal experience that if certain recycling waste streams aren’t available or 
are only available in certain areas then what you’ll find is people will do what’s most convenient 
so they’ll tend to put everything in a general waste bin if they’re uncertain. So making people more 
aware of how it operates will be really helpful for a broad range of reasons from the functionality 
and practicality point of view and from the decreasing the mass of stuff that goes into general waste.”

Carina – “Did you all see the new signs? Or is it something that people noticed? Because it’s quite hard 
to capture if it will actually make a change. We had a student designer that helped us just to make 
sure that all these items go in this bin. We have numbers of the food waste; we know that this one 
(bin) going out four times according to Alex?”

Thomas – “Yes.”

Carina – “Which we still have to measure somehow.”

Thomas – “What we find is that people will use it if it’s available and they understand; so if you’ve 
got a piece of waste and it can be recycled, for example, a cup from the coffee shop, and half of it’s 
cardboard and half of it’s plastic and you’re not certain whether you can put it into separate waste 
streams or not, they won’t take five minutes and think about it, they’ll just put it into general waste; 
and increasing that kind of knowledge and awareness in a simple way has really helped.”

Alicia – “I was going to comment on that in terms of availability because I found in many cases that 
not all bins are available in different places. In particular, the library, I don’t know if that’s 
something you cover as well, where the vending machines are, I’m trying to remember which one, 
one of the substantial ones, it was paper I think, I think literally there’s no paper bin in the area 
where the vending machines are.”

Thomas – “There’s not a paper bin there’s only a plastic bin and there’s a cups bin.”

Alicia – “Yeah because when I was taking down posters I was like ‘where do you take the paper?’ 
and then you have to go searching for another bin. Just to give you an overview of how this works, 
we don’t have the budget within the department to get as many additional bins as we necessarily 
might need. Especially when some of the waste is going into existing streams that are there. Over the 
past number of years, we have handled it but it’s been sort of a staged process and there’s 
a finite amount of bins compared to the amount of ground we’ve got to cover. So, what we have been 
trying to do is relocate bins so that they’re capturing the most amount of paper waste, so there are 
paper waste bins in the library but they’re not in the vending machine area specifically. What you 
would like ideally is for wherever you’ve got a waste stream generating you’ve got full availability 
of recycling bins in that spot so people can just put it wherever they happen to be. But we’ve not the 
coverage to achieve that.”
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Alicia – “Sorry, I didn’t quite think of that but would it be possible just to have a sign or something 
saying ‘paper bin this room’ or something like even upstairs in the second floor of the library the 
paper bins are cardboard boxes. Would that be so much of a budget to have like a cardboard box 
where it says ‘paper recycling bin’ or something written on it?”

Lorraine – “I think you’ve also got to think of the manpower, they might have bins but they might 
not have the staff to empty them. For example, at the vending machines there’s no paper and such, 
it’s plastic, it’s wrappers, it’s general waste so because we don’t have the budget to cover all bins 
everywhere, or the manpower to cover all bins everywhere, you have to put what’s going to (collect) 
most in that area but yeah having a poster that says ‘your nearest paper bin is here’.”

Alicia – “Because I was searching the other day because I was reorganising that are all on the wall 
there and when I was taking down all the out of date ones I was thinking ‘where do I put it?’ and by 
the time I realised there was a paper bin behind the wall where the printer is.”
Thomas – “I can implement the posters quite quickly, it’s a really good idea. The other thing we’ve 
got to work on with however is that we’re not allowed to put that amount of bins in spaces as well 
because of health and safety.”

Lorna – “Tripping hazard as well.”

Thomas – “So, like, I mean a corridor has got to be a certain width for you to put a bin in it at all so 
if you’ve got a space like the vending machine (area) there’s a set amount of bins we’d be able to put 
in that space anyway so it’s about selective areas as well and because of the size of the bins we’ve got 
it’s about having them in the most effective areas which is not ideal but it’s what we’ve got to work 
with.”

Lorna – “What’s been most effective you’ve found about the project so far?”

Carina – “So far, talking about bins; reorganising them, putting them all in one place at recycling 
points and according to Alex the new bin signs helped a lot to increase food recycling, we started 
battery recycling, so all these small things there were actually students coming to ask ‘what do I do 
with my batteries?’ and just like well we printed a new sign, put a bin there, it’s easy to do and these 
small changes were actually quite effective. From an active travel point of view the bike stop is quite 
good at the moment so the bike stop is now every week because demand has been so high and we 
have expanded from two hours to four hours and there are students who are starting to use our rental 
fleet so we have bikes that have been donated by staff and by the police and we were refurbishing 
them and students can rent them out for free or staff as well so we can spread this information if 
anyone wants to just have a bike for the weekend they can just rent it out so there’s uptake for this 
as well which is nice. From a carbon-saving point of view, everything that had to do with reusing 
was very good; so, we had a stationery fair when people moved inside the university we collected 
the stationary and handed it out at the fair and that just went like- people were just coming in and 
just grabbing as much as they could and running home. A few really nice pictures we had of people 
going ‘how much can I carry!?’ So yeah there’s the swap shops; all these things worked quite well. I 
was surprised; I thought a swap shop would be something that would be a bit slow but we had really 
good donations from some staff no less, which went very quickly. So, I think at the moment our project 
has a focus on active travel advice quite a lot but we want to move towards education for sustaina-
ble development. So, we want to have more events where we actually educate about different things 
so we’ll start the training courses about measuring your carbon footprint and what you could do to 
encourage people to actively think about it, and also have certificates at the end that is something 
you can put in your HEAR accreditation. So, the link between academia and the student association 
we want to tighten that up a bit, and we want to make the campus green because that just looks nice 
and encourage people to think a bit more about food production and stuff like that.”
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Andy – “I think you’re absolutely right and I think it’s something that needs to be done and it about 
thinking about how this can be done. But certainly, the stuff you’re talking to is really quite 
interesting I think to the extent that across, certainly the universities I know, the sustainable agenda 
has been done by the student body and the student body has sat down with the managers themselves 
and co-produced policy in relation to bins. So, I think that’s what we ought to be looking at, how to 
facilitate a bottom up approach as opposed to us saying ‘this needs to be done’, it needs to come from 
the student body and to some extent the staff as well. That needs to be done and we need to think 
about how to facilitate that. I would be quite happy to look at the elective modules in first year we 
have, there’s five or six on sustainability but there’s equal a need I think to look at how we can get 
students who are interested in this, across all years, together to help produce a sustainability 
committee that’s facilitated by the association that can actually start to talk to you (EcoAbertay), to 
reach out at yourself in relation to sitting in on the committees you run so that it’s coming in 
bottom-up.”

Thomas – “Yeah, from my point of view, what I’ve tried to do previously is timetabling for working 
out high-traffic areas but there’s only so far that can take you as far as input on a student level or on 
servers on the ground where I’d need to put paper waste away and there wasn’t a bin available and 
I didn’t know where the bin was.”

Andy – “Yeah exactly. As I say this is part of the sustainability agenda empowering students and 
staff to actually do this themselves so I think that’s what we ought to be looking at and how to do 
that, now bearing in mind that we do have a level of consciousness around sustainability now 
because of what you’ve done. It’s how we can use that in the future and as I said, I think we have the 
elective modules and potentially other areas as well that we can talk to staff about and get students 
engaged in class, but equally the association needs to think about how to bring together like-minded 
students who want to do something here in relation to a sustainability committee.”

Carina – “It’s always a challenge to find people to give their time and pay them for their time. But 
we have, for example, this ‘Culture Cosmos’ event coming up which is organised by the Islamic socie-
ty; they came to us and said ‘would you like to do something about Eco?’ So, we now have another 
student that will make a mind map and put stuff on like ‘China cycles a lot’ as fun facts about the 
whole world, and then we have the Vegetarian/Vegan society; so, there are different societies and 
they are already engaging students which are easy to work with.”

Andy – “Actually, societies is an easy way forward, and setting up a society, because there’s money 
there from the student association to do something, so a bunch of like-minded students coming 
together for a society would be one way to go. It has to come from students but we do need to 
facilitate it and I’ve spoken about this before.”

Alicia – “I was going to say, if you’re not paying them for it, are there any other things you can 
offer? Like somehow being accredited in HEAR?”

Lorna – “The difficulty with HEAR is that paid roles can’t be recognised. The presumption of the 
original application was actually to maximise student employment and it was quite clear and 
specific. But things are voluntary.”

Alicia – “But even, for example, in cooperation with the principle’s award, there are students that 
want to take part but haven’t got enough volunteering and we could say ‘hey we are looking for 
people to participate in this’, and what they get in return is they can finish the principal’s award.”

Andy – “I think these things are but it really is just students who are interested in this coming 
together to do something about it and looking at the possibilities of what that can get out of it. That 
seems to be what’s happening elsewhere at other campuses. It’s people just wanting to come together 
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to do something about it because they’re really interested in it. I think what probably at that moment 
although we’d still have to push a little I think but I would like to see something coming from the 
student body that’s tied to this, and I can certainly help that but I don’t want to do it (by) myself.”

Alicia – “Something we can use is the applicant days to catch all the new people because it would be 
difficult, I think, to engage current people, but to get new people because the younger generation that 
are coming in now are more aware so using the applicant days, and visiting days, and open days 
to get the information out there so that when they do come here they can go ‘oh I do remember that 
maybe I’ll go to Carina and have a chat’.”

Ian – “It’s an opportunity for- employability should be embedded in every part of the curriculum. 
I don’t think sustainability will ever be embedded in every course and what-else. But if there was a 
set of guidelines for staff on how to embed sustainability in teaching that should then allow them 
that flexibility to then say ‘how do I embed sustainability in mental health nursing?’ which might 
seem a little bit off-colour, if you like. As someone in sport I’ve been encouraging people to get on 
bikes and to actively travel, my knowledge of sustainability is quite limited.”

Lorna – “Something that you can do is promote sustainability actively through the social accounting 
approach that you’re taking because if you are measuring and reporting on the environmental 
impact, economic impact and the social impact then the project itself becomes a perfect exemplar so 
you could be doing something similar for other programs or for the student projects. If every student 
project had to report on that it would be a cool idea.”

Andy – “We already have the tools that are not necessarily being used in the way they should be 
used at the moment. I think there are ways and means of doing this and sports is another one as well. 
I did try this, not too long ago, there were two or three meeting I had that were facilitated by people 
but the staff turnout wasn’t that great, really. So, it is trying to build on these things and I’m more 
than happy to keep pushing and certainly, as I say, the students need to engage with us as well, the 
electives are an opportunity to talk to you further about that so get the elective module tutors 
together to talk about how we can actually use what you’re talking about and it would be very 
helpful.”
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SOCIETY COLLABORATION QUESTIONNAIRE
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THE 2 -MINUTE ENERGY QUESTIONNAIRE
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BIKE STOP ACTIVE TRAVEL SURVEY
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National Student Money Week survey

1) What are your personal circumstances?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 35 (76.09%) out 46 people are single with no 
children. 9 (19.57%) people out of 46 are in couple with no children and 2 (4.35%) out 46 people are in 
a couple with children.

2)   Where do you shop for food & household products?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 42 (21.1%) out 46 people used to go to Tesco 
and 32 (16.1%) out 46 people used to go to Lidl. 58



3) What do you consider when deciding where to shop for food and household products and   
 what to buy?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 31 (13.8%) out 46 people answered Value 
for money. 30 (13.3%) out 46 people answered Product Taste and 27 (12%) out 46 people answered 
healthy choices.

4) How often do you go shopping for food and household products?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 18 (39.13%) out 46 people used to go shopping 
for food and household products twice a week and 16 (34.78%) out of 46 people used to go shopping 
for food and household products once a week.
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5) Do you write a shopping list?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 18 (39.13%) out 46 people used to write a 
shopping list and 15 (32.61%) out 46 people used to write a shopping list but don’t stick to it and 13 
(28.26%) out 46 people did not write a shopping list.

6) Do you regularly throw out food?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 27 (58.70%) out 46 people do not regularly 
throw out food. 10 (21.74%) out 46 people throw out food monthly and 9 (19.57%) out 46 people throw 
out food weekly. 60



7) Where do you usually shop for clothes?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 31 (25%) out 46 people usually shop at low 
price online. 27 (21.8%) out 46 people shop at middle price online and 13 (10.5%) out 46 people at the 
supermarket.

8) How often do you buy clothes for yourself?

Comments: 45 out 47 people answered to this question. 18 (40%) out 45 buy clothes for themselves 3-4 
times per year and 13 (28.89%) out 45 buy clothes for themselves monthly.
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9) How do you usually dispose of clothes you dont need/wear anymore?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 35 (41.7%) out 46 people answered they 
usually dispose of clothes they don’t need to Charity. 24 (28.6%) out 46 people answered they usually 
dispose of their clothes they don’t need by passing on to friends/family.

10) Have this weeks events made you think about waste?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 19 (41.30%) out 46 people answered that the 
events organised during the national student money week made them think ‘A little’ about waste. 17 
(36.96%) out 46 people answered ‘Yes’ to that question and 10 (21.74%) out 46 people answered ‘No’.
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11) How confident are you that you will reduce the amount of waste you produce in the future?

Comments: 46 out 47 people answered to this question. 10 (21.74%) out 46 people feel ‘largely 
Confident’ (scale of 8 out 10), 9 (19.57%) out 46 people feel ‘Extremely confident’ (scale of 10 out 
10) and 9 (19.57%) out 46 people feel ‘Confident’ (scale of 5 out 10) about that they will reduce the 
amount of waste they produce in the future.
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Carbon emission calculations (detailed)

Environmental outcome 1

“Save 1.25 tons of CO2e per academic year by encouraging 5808 miles of active travel; promoting 
cycling and walking and reducing car and bus journeys”

To encourage more staff and students to cycle into Abertay we have started hosting monthly bike 
repair workshops, our Bike Stops. These drop-in workshops provide repairs and are designed to teach 
cyclists how to maintain their bikes and gives them some confidence should their bike break down 
in the future. During our 15 bike stops we ran between September 2016 and March 2017, we repaired 
and checked 63 bikes, 16 of those would have ended up in landfill. 10 out of the first 19 bikes were in a 
really bad condition with defective brakes. We are glad to know these cyclists will now be safe.

We encouraged a total of 14,482 miles of active travel within 1 year, reducing bus and car travel into 
university. This data has been collected during our 15 bike stops.

Total carbon savings through this initiative, through saving bikes from repair and getting students to 
commute via bicycle over car and bus, was 2.18 tCO2e, leading to lifetime saving of 6.53 tCO2e over 
3 years of impact.

No. of bikes 
that we 
saved from 
landfill 
through 
repair

x Average 
weight of  
5 bikes we 
weighed

x Discarded 
vehicles 
(incl. 
bikes) conv. 
Factor

x kg to 
tonnes / 
1000

= Baseline /
tCO2e

16 x 14.7 x 1.709 x 0.001 = 0.402

Savings through all 
active travel 
initiatives

x Years of impact = Lifetime / t CO2e

 (1.773+0.402) x 3 = 6.525

 Preventing landfill by repairing and maintaining bikes

 Lifetime savings through our bike station
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Date Nr. of bike 
stop

Nr. of 
students 
that came 
to the bike 
stop

Weekly 
car travel 
distance 
replaced / 
miles

Weekly 
bus travel 
distance 
replaced / 
miles

Car An-
nual CO2e 
emission 
savings

Bus Annu-
al CO2e 
emission 
savings

Annual 
Savings /
tonnes of 
CO2e

21.9. 1 0 0 0 0 0 = 0

29.9. 2 10 0 65 0 0.345 = 0.345

13.10. 3 9 38 12 0.51 0.064 = 0.574

27.10. 4 2 0 30 0 0.16 = 0.16

11.11. 5 4 0 15 0 0.08 = 0.08

28.11. 6 9 22.5 0 0.302 0 = 0.302

15.12. 7 4 0 10 0 0.053 = 0.053

16.1. 8 4 5 0 0.067 0 = 0.067

9.2. 9 5 0 6 0 0.032 = 0.032

13.2. 10 5 0 0 0 0 = 0

24.2. 11 3 0 30 0 0.16 = 0.16

8.3. 12 2 0 25 0 0.13 = 0.13

13.3. 13 3 0 5 0 0.027 = 0.027

21.3. 14 0 5 0 0.067 0 = 0.067

29.3. 15 3 0 10 0 0.053 = 0.053

Total 1.773
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Environmental outcome 2

“817 kg of landfill waste will be avoided by reusing homewares left behind in student accommoda-
tion.”
 
We saved a total of 810.7kg from landfill, missing our target by 6.3kg. However, the materials we 
collected of a high CO2e value averaging at 4.7 kg CO2e savings per 1kg of homewares we managed 
to redistribute via starter packs, swap shops and Stationery Fayre. In total we saved 3.81 tons CO2e 
by reusing homewares.

Starter 
Pack Term 
1

Starter 
Pack Term 
2

Station-
ery Fayre

Swap 
shop 1

Swap shop 
2

Material Produc-
tion

Conv.
fact

Landfill Reused Weight/
kg

Weight/
kg

Weight/
kg

Weight/
kg

Weight/
kg

CO2e 
savings 
kg CO2

Metallic 
wastes

12.960 0.005 12.965 183.3 30 1.5 7 5 2940.5

Glass 0.895 0.026 0.920 68 4 0 0 1.5 67.65

Paper & card-
board

0.893 0.490 1.383 42.5 10 9 0 1 86.44

Plastic 
wastes

3.194 0.005 3.199 46.7 25 32.5 4 12 384.52

Discarded 
equipment

1.754 0.017 1.771 153.2 3 6 3 2 296.04

Ceramics 0.245 0.002 0.247 156 4 0 0.5 0 39.61

TOTAL 649.7 76 49 14.5 21.5 3814.72
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Environmental outcome 3

“1.61 tonnes of CO2e will be saved by diverting one off outfits being sent to landfill by offering hire, 
lease, swapping and recycling opportunities for clothing to students.”
 
We received a total of 69 kg of textile donations for our Interview Clothes Library, Halloween 
Costume and Christmas jumper swap. These donations from staff and students as well as local 
charities enabled us to expand our interview clothes library, but we also donated 28 kg of clothes to 
charity. Since these 28kg are all being reused, we are claiming carbon savings. Since we do not know 
what the destiny of the clothes would have been, we assume 1/2 would have ended in landfill and 1/2 
being reused. We therefore list 14kg as “Collection for reuse”.

Out of the remaining 41 kg, 17kg have been reused (8kg in the Halloween Costume Swap, 7 kg in the 
Christmas Jumper swap and 4 kg have been rented from  the interview clothes library). The 
remaining 24kg are still part of the interview clothes library and did not produce carbon savings yet.

In total we saved 1.46 tons of CO2e through reusing textiles.

Textile Swap 
event

Material Production Landfilled Conv. Factor 
Reused

Weight of 
Materials / 
kg

Emission 
Savings / kg 
CO2e

Graduation Ball Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 8 173.376

Interview 
clothes library

Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 4 86.688

Halloween 
Costume Swap

Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 8 173.376

Collection for 
reuse

Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 14 303.408

Christmas Jump-
er Swap

Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 7 151.704

Swap Shop 1 Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 17.5 379.26

Swap Shop 2 Textile wastes 21.148 0.524 21.672 9 195.048

Total 67.5 1462.86
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Environmental outcome 4

“Save 16 tonnes of C02e by issuing reusable water bottles and promoting the use of plumbed water 
fountains round campus, reducing plastic waste and transport emissions.”
 
We have handed out 1000 reusable bottles on campus as we planned to when we applied for the 
CCF funding. We then monitored our water fountains and found that we save 213 bottle purchases 
through distributing reusable bottles on campus every day. The calculations in our applications were 
revised with more accurate data, which lowered our carbon savings significantly. Therefore, our 
monitoring suggests a saving of 5.79 tons CO2e.

Material Emissions 
per 0.5l 
bottle* / 
kg CO2e

Nr bottles 
replaced 
each day

Daily 
savings /
kg CO2e

Days stu-
dents are 
on campus

Annual 
savings /
kg CO2e

Detailed description

Plastic waste 
- Single use 
water bottles, 
(each weighs 
27g)

0.080 213 17.04 340 5793.6 *The Zenith International UK 
Bottled Water Report of 2012 
estimates 160g of CO2e per 
litre of bottled water: 213/2 
= 106 litre x 340 = 36040 
litre a year x 160g Co2e = 
5766 kg CO2e
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Environmental outcome 5

“Broker energy saving advice and tips for our students living in private rented accommodation and 
those who continue to live in the family home while they study.”

We ran two workshops for students to participate in. Our first event was an energy  advice session 
that has been relatively popular with 18 workshop participants, we increased carbon literacy by 
playing an interactive game of ranking energy savings by their annual money saving impact.

On the 27th January we ran a workshop on Renewable Energy with Home Energy Scotland. The 
event was attended by 13 students and staff. The feedback we received was mainly positive but it 
was mentioned that it was not really suitable for tenants. So we will not organise the event in that 
form again, but try to invite other speakers that make the event more interesting for all audiences.

We received donations from Eon in the form of 200 energy saving light bulbs, 50 water bottles and 
30 energy savings fluffy lights. We ran energy saving quizzes and used these items as prizes to in-
crease participation. We ran a total of 3 energy saving quiz pop ups” and engaged with 120 students. 
The below table provides an overview of our student participation numbers in total. We engaged 
with 793 students through our various events and campaigns and 1943 students have been in contact 
with EcoAbertay through receiving water bottles, speaking to us during graduation ball or using our 
juice bar. This is around 50% of our student population.

Events Engagement numbers

Screening 101
Quizzes 120

Pledges 69
Packs 82
Cosmos event 35
Stationery Fayre 106
Swap Shops 130
Talks 29
Clothes Library 35
Bike Stop 85
Cycle Safety training 1

Total 793

Bottles handed out 1000

Juice Bar 60

Graduation Ball 90

Total 1943

Indirect contact with EcoAbertay:
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 Environmental outcome 6

Change of bin signs and reallocation of bins.

Signs at bins were changed to better inform students and staff of what types of waste are recyclable 
for each type of bin and what types of items should not be put in that type of bin. In particular food 
waste bins were made more available and visible, and the signs were improved to reduce the amount 
of food waste going into general waste bins.

The change of the signs caused a significant impact in emission savings, particularly for the food 
waste bins. Indeed, our food waste container used to be half (0.5) emptied per week before the new 
bin signs, which means that students and staff used to throw away the food in any bins. Then, the 
full food waste container was emptied twice per week after the change of the bin signs.

This relatively small change saves 12.7 tons of CO2e within 1 year. We estimate that the lifetime 
savings accumulate to 27.94 tons CO2e.

Food 
waste 
com-
posted 
weekly 
before 
bin sign 
cam-
paign /
kg CO2e

 Food 
waste 
com-
posted 
weekly 
after 
bin sign 
cam-
paign /
kg Co2e

Weeks 
per year 
campus 
is open

Add. 
Weight 
of re-
cycled 
food 
/ kg* 
year-1

Con-
version 
Factor 
Food 
Com-
posting

Emission 
Savings 
/ kg 
CO2e

Emission 
Savings 
/ t CO2e

Year 1 
Emiss. 
Savings 
/ t CO2e

Year 2 
Emiss. 
Savings 
/ tCO2e 
(70%)

Year 3 
Emiss. 
Savings 
/ tCO2e 
(50%)

Lifetime 
Emiss. 
Savings 
/ t CO2e

166 520 50 17700 0.717 12691 12.7 12.7 8.89 6.35 27.94
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